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LIFE LONG PROFITS 
The Easiest Way To Build A Huge, 

Profitable Email List While Making 
Easy Affiliate Commissions For Life! 

Why Life Long? 
It’s the only asset you need to make a full-time 
income online even when Google, FB, SEO is 

gone, your sites are hacked! 

- Gaurab Borah
adsnexus.com

gaurabborah.com 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Hi, My name is Gaurab Borah. I’m 26 year old, from 
India and here’s a little about me…

I have sold over 50,000+ copies of digital products 
online, generated over $1.5M in revenue for my 
online businesses all with a single laptop and 
internet connection. I expertise in affiliate marketing, 
list & email marketing, CPA, digital product launches 
(my last one did $102k in revenue in just 10 days - 
madsensereborn.com)

Thank you for downloading my FREE Report! I know you are excited 
about the case study and can’t wait to read it. 

But before we move ahead, I want to introduce myself to you, what I do, 
my story, my struggles and how I overcame them and how creating and 
selling digital products changed my life. 

Read all about me here and feel free to share your story with me as 
well :) 

If you’re just getting started and yet to make your first income online, 
don’t worry everyone has to started somewhere. Just make sure you 
focus on a single method first, take actions, take imperfect action, learn, 
fail, learn again, implement and you’ll finally succeed. :) 

And once you taste some success, it’s much easier to make even more 
profits. But the important thing here is to take action and take it right 
now. 

The Case Study below is what I actually implement in my real life and it 
gets me results every time I implement it. 

It’s really a very small report and it works. Read it in next 5 min, 
implement it today and you’ll be seeing results by tomorrow. The 
examples shown below are in Internet marketing niche, but the 
same works in any niche :)

Lets get started!  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Gaurab, Does List Building really make money?

YES! YES! YES!

If you’re not building your list then you’re losing out on tons of 
easy and long term profits.

I build huge lists in different niches through various methods like 
from my blogs, free reports, product launches, banners, PPC 
etc. and they make me easy 3 and 4-figure commissions (USD) 
like these below consistently:

To be honest, you don’t need to be super smart to earn 
commissions like this, all you need is an good email list and I 
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am going to reveal one my easiest method that you can use to 
build a huge while making easy affiliate and CPA commissions.

It’s like building your list for FREE and then profiting from it for 
months to come. 

Great thing, this works in every niche. 

Sounds great? It is indeed :)

Here is how to get started in 5 easy steps and make your 
first commissions today…
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Step 1
Create a high converting lead magnet (90% people 
are doing it wrong)
Create a short report or video that people can consume in 
10-15 min max and make sure you’re selling the main offer 
you’re trying to promote within your lead magnet.

Usually 4-10 page reports works the best. Short, crisp and 
informative. 

Here are few ideas…

“1 Simple Trick That Can Increase Your Sales By 5-10X”

“3 Steps To Build A Squeeze Page That Converts At Over 65%”

“5 Foods That Will Help You Lose Belly Fat Fast”

You get the idea right!

Your report should be something that is pre-selling the affiliate 
offer you’ll be promoting. Find affiliate offers from Clickbank, 
JVZOO, W+, Maxbounty, Adsnexus etc,

E.g. if you’re promoting an offer on “how to build an email list”, 
your free report could be “3 steps to create a high converting 
squeeze page” 

And make references & link to your offer in between the report, 
recommend it at the end, anywhere you think it suits the 
situation. Just don’t over do it. 2-3 times is fine.

Best way to create these reports is write it on your own. If you 
don’t know a lot about the topic, just research on the internet 
and then come up with something good. 
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Be yourself, show your personality and people will love it. Trust 
me, there is so much noise these days, being yourself will give 
it a unique touch. 

Most importantly, genuinely try to solve a problem. Help people, 
because it will build trust with your new subscribers, they will 
thank you and they will buy from you later again and again. 

Also, you’ll mailing them for a long time, so they get familiar with 
your writing style.

Here is one of the ebook I created earlier…

Other easy way to find content for your free report!

You can download Free PLR products, and repurpose them to 
create your own unique report. Again make sure you’re not just 
downloading any ebook and using it for lead magnet. 

Download a ebook or report, design a new e-cover, add your 
introduction, add some related images, add your affiliate links, 
recommend good products, give it your own touch.

Once you have created lead magnet or free report, move on to 
the next step. 
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Step 2
The Perfect High Converting Email Capture Page 
That Works TODAY!
Once you have created your free ebook, you will need an email 
autoresponder and page builder to get started.

You can get a Free 30 day trial for Getresponse or Aweber to 
start with. And as you grow your list, you pay them monthly. 

Why this is great? Lets say you build a list of 1000 people in 
your first month, then you can easily make $1000/m with that 
list, then $15/m or $19/m is a very less price to pay. I have a list 
of over 30,000 in my Aweber and I pay them over $250/m just 
because my list makes much much more money.

Most people makes it too complicated. All you need is a good 
heading and a call to action. 

I always use 2-step opt-in page because it get people to click 
on the button and then sign up to the opt-in form. You get more 
interested subscribers and according to my testing they convert 
much better than normal 1-step opt-in pages. Having just the 
email field will get you higher conversion rate. I collect only 
emails.

Another important thing many people neglect is - Different traffic 
sources might convert differently for you.

Here is an example of one of my squeeze page that I created in 
2 min and it converts at 48% for email traffic/solo traffic because 
I presell them inside the email.
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https://gaurabborah.leadpages.co/fiverr-3-steps-to-1k/

If you’re running PPC ads from Facebook or Bing, then you’ll a 
different landing pages with some content to be in line with their 
policies. Here are 2 landing pages I used below:

https://gaurabborah.leadpages.co/fiverrcourse/

https://gaurabborah.leadpages.co/3stepfiverrmethod/

The first one converted at 53.62% for banner ads, whereas the 
lower one converted at 23.68% for Bing traffic

Make sure to split test various landing pages and use the best 
converting one for that particular traffic source. 
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Creating these kinda of landing pages are really easy. I use a 
tool called leadpages ($25/m).

If you have got some money to invest and really serious about 
your online business, I recommend you invest in Clickfunnels 
(14 Day Free Trial). 

However, Instabuilder is the best Page builder I would 
recommend for newbies, easy, fast, drag-n-drop, WP plugin, 
one-time-fee and create beautiful pages.
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Step 3
The Right Way To Create Your Thank You Page 
That Build Trust And Get You Sales!
Once people opt-in, then you need to send them to the Thank 
Page.

Here are few things that you need to make sure it covers:

https://gaurabborah.leadpages.co/fiverr-bing-thanks/

Product Showcase (1) - Display your product there, so people 
know they have come to the right place after opt-in.

Thank You (2) - Say them thank you for signing up and tell that 
they will receiving an email from you in 10-15 min with the 
downloads. 

This is important so they get use to see & open your email. If 
you give them the download instantly, they might forget to check 
their email and totally forget about you later.
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Recommendation (3) - In the above step, you tell people that 
their download will arrive in 10-15 min. While they wait you ask 
them to check out a different but very congruent and related 
offer.

Important Tip* - Most affiliate offers pay you on sale, add PPL 
(Pay Per Lead) offers on your THANK YOU page and you can 
make easy commissions every time you refer someone to that 
PPL offer. 

Button (4) - Add a “Continue…” button and add your affiliate 
link. You can have the button say anymore but the continue 
button works great for me and get me more clicks always.

That’s all. Simple. Right? Yes :)
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Step 4
The Exact Welcome Email Template That Creates 
An Instant Relationship With Your Subscriber!
This is a very important email not only because it’s your first, 
but it gives you an opportunity to bond with your subscriber and 
you need to make sure you leave a good mark on them.

Always write your emails like you are talking to them, not to a 
group of people. I like to write casually as a friend instead of 
mailing them like a big corporation. Show your personality, use 
simple english that even a 10 year old can understand.

Here is the template I always use while writing my welcome 
emails in Internet Marketing niche:

From - use your personal name
Subject - [DOWNLOAD] product name… 

(e.g. [DOWNLOAD] 3 steps to $1000/m…)

Body - 

1. Start by congratulating and thanking them for signing up to 
your email list. Tell them its a great honour to have them on 
your list.

2. Say before they download their promised product, you would 
like to tell them more about yourself and have a small 
introduction about yourself. What you do, your journey, link 
them to a “About Me” page if you have one.
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3. Next, you tell them what to expect in your future emails - that 
you will sending them different tips, strategies, freebies, 
recommendations etc.

4. Give them the link to their product

5. Say in case they need any help, feel free to email them at 
your personal email to replay back to this email

6. Important* - Before your end your email, tell them that in 
your next email you’ll be sending them something very cool that 
will solve a big problem in your niche… so keep an eye on your 
next email. 

Here’s a small sample email I use:

[DOWNLOAD] 3 steps to $1000/m...

Hi,

My name is Gaurab Borah, thank you for
signing up:)

It's a great honour to be working with
you and I am looking forward to your
results.

A little about me - 

I am 24 years old from Hyd, India, 
a full-time online marketer. I am mostly
into list-building, email marketing, 
product launches and a bit of Fiverr,
Facebook, CPA and Traffic...

In the following days, I will do my 
best to help you with your internet
marketing dreams.
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But for you, in case you're still 
struggling to make that 1st dime online
then this report will help you...

==> DOWNLOAD IT HERE (3 steps to $1k per month)

In case you need any help or support,
feel free to mail me at:
admin@gaurabborah.com

Let me know your results with it.

Thank You,

All the best,
Gaurab Borah
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Step 5
How To Follow Up With Your Subscriber And 
Close The Sale!
So they came to your website, entered their email but didn’t 
bought your initial offer. But now that you have their email 
address, you can follow up with them and try to close the sale.

And in order to do so, you need to add a follow-up series of at-
least 3 emails added to your campaign.

I use this strategy called “Gain/Logic/Fear” to write my follow up 
emails and it always brings me tons of follow up sales. 
I learned this from Ryan Diess - one of the guy I really respect, 
follow and top internet marketer. 

The strategy is to send your subscribers 3 emails 1 each day 
after they have opted-in and sell them with different angles.

In the first email (sent on Day 1), we try to sell them by telling 
them the gains or benefits of the product.

For e.g. 

If they opted in for a free guide on “how to build a high 
converting squeeze page” and I am selling a product as an 
affiliate about “how to drive traffic” then you can tell about the 
benefits of buying your product and how it will help them. Add 
the 3 top benefits in your email along with few sub-benefits.

Few benefits example…

- you’ll build a big list quickly
- you can mail this big list everyday to make profits
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- free & cheap traffic methods so you don’t spend lots money 
on testing

- and more depending on the product you’re promoting…

In the second email (sent on Day 2), we make a logical 
reasoning and try to close the sale.

What we tell them is - since they signed up for our free product 
it means they really want to solve that problem and then the 
only next logical step is to buy our affiliate offer that will help 
them to get greater results. Right?

E.g. since now they know how to build a high converting 
squeeze page, the only next logical step is how to drive traffic to 
your squeeze page and get lots of subscribers.

In the third email (sent on Day 3),  we use the fear component 
to push them to buy our offer.

I have seen this email get tons of sales, here we tell our 
subscriber that this is the last chance to get the offer and you 
won’t be mailing to them about it ever again.

And they will lose out big time if they don’t buy it and lose all the 
benefits and gains they would have got.

If you’re promoting your own offer, you can say that price will go 
up if they don’t buy it within next 24 hrs, or give them a coupon 
that expires after 24 hrs.

Download these generic gain-logic-fear templates from Ryan 
Diess website directly or Google them. 

You can modify them to use in any business - Download here
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Following just the above 5 steps for one of my funnel, I made 
over $730, 120 funnel sales and also build an email list of over 
600 people. They bought even more products from me and I still 
mail to them every day.

However, I just want to make everything easy for you, therefore 
here are the exact emails I used for this campaign ;)

Day 1

Subject: 

[3 steps to $1000/m] Do you need any help?

Body:

Hey, how are you doing? :)

I just wanted to get in touch and
wanted to see if you need any help.

I hope you have already started taking
action on "3 Steps to $1000/m" report
you download yesterday.
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You see it's one of the easiest
methods I know that work.

And you follow it, I am very sure
you'll see some great results
as well.

However, I also wanted to let you
know about another Fiverr product of
mine that you can implment in conjuction
with my report for greater profits.

You'll learn how you can make an easy
$25-$150 in just 5 minutes everyday
with NO investment and without any
skille.

Now it's not an necessity, but
if you're really serious about this
Fiverr business, then...

==> Go and check out some of the
reviews on this page

Let me know how you like it.

All the best,
Gaurab

Day 2: 

Subject:

"make money with NO money..."

Body:

When I was just getting started,
I had this big PROBLEM, I had no
money at all...
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I was still in college, my parents
were like lower middle class, I had
big dreams and I had NO money.

That is when I decided to do
something on my own, break the
barriers of being poor 22 years
of life and I begin with online
marketing...

But you know, even to get started
online you need to buy a domain,
hosting and all that basic stuff.

Have you ever been in such a
situation like mine?

What I did back in 2011 then?

I put up a free blogspot review blog,
worked months to get it ranked to
finally make some bucks and then
Google took it all away.

Now, I don't want you to do
that, the point is - "if you're
willing to work hard, it's possible
to make money even with NO money"

But I don't want you to work
hard either because I understand
you might be having a day job, or
might still be in college studying,
I know man it's hard.

If you have no money and you
want to make money online, then
this will help you...

==> make money with no money
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All the best,
Gaurab

Day 3

Subject:

Fast Cash For Slow Times?

Body:

Hi,

Have you ever felt that when it comes
to making money online, time just doesn’t
seem to be on your side?

Sure, there’s lots of stuff out there
which is good in the long run but takes
too long to do when you're just getting
started and your bank account is just
desperate for a pick-me-up.

That’s why I want to share something
you can use immediately!

Not tomorrow. Not next week.

TODAY!

All you have to do is to copy this money
making “shortcut” now.

And the best part it: You can use it
repeatedly to make money faster than you
can imagine. You don't need to stop once
you get there!

Use it for a quick cash boost anytime
you choose.
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==> Go here and see how you can make
some quick as fast as today

Enjoy!
Gaurab Borah

Day 4

Subject:

fastest, easiest, NO investment way to $25-$150/day...

Body:

Hey,

I have been telling you about Easiest
Fiverr Cash Ever from last few days...

The ONLY reason, why I am doing that
because I really belive in the method -
and it WORKS!

Now this might not make you tens of
thousands of dollars, but an extra
$800-$1500 per month is a life changing
amount for many of us - it was for me.

Once you're making some, you can
always re-invest, outsource, scale
it up.

Have you got these problems....

No money? No Traffic? No skills?
No experience?
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NO PROBLEM!

See how Bamdad, a newbie makes an
easy $25-$150 with just 5 min of work
everyday

==> Video proof

This requires:

- no website, hosting, domain
- no technical skills
- no money
- no experience
- no boring work
- no PPC, solo ads, blogs

Why should you get this?

- quick and easy
- step by step system
- instant results
- NO upfront investment required
- highy scalable and repeatable
- easily outsourced
- NEWBIE friendly
This is one of the best and easiest
course that actually works

==> GET THIS NOW

All the best,
Gaurab
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Step 6

Ok Gaurab, but how do I drive traffic?

In reality, traffic is not the problem. The problem is a offer, a 
good affiliate program. Traffic is everywhere…

Blogging, Free Social media traffic, Facebook Ads, Bing Ads, 
Native Ads, Banners, Solo Ads, Email marketing and hundred 
others! 

I used various traffic sources for the offer above, such as Bing 
Ads, putting it as bonus on other people thank you pages.

Don’t worry I am going to give you my exact keyword lists, ads 
and strategy I used to get started.

My best performing Ads

Below you'll find my best 3 performing ad copies, I used 6-7 
different ad copies and descriptions but these performed really 
well for me. I did used ispionage.com to take inspiration to 
come with my ads and description.
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Keywords

Download all the keyword lists I used below:

Keyword list 1

Keyword list 2

Keyword list 3

Ad strategy

Run 3 different ad campaigns with 3 keyword lists, same ad 
copies for all. Run them at a budget of $5/day to start with. Set 
the CPC to 25c for all keywords. Let them run for 3-4 days. Find 
the keywords that's getting good clicks. 

Take those keywords out and create a new ad campaign with all 
the winners. (call it "winner campaign")

Repeat the same process, create more keyword lists using CPA 
List Domination strategy and keep adding more winning 
keywords to your "winner campaign"

This winner campaign should have only the good performing 
keywords from all the different campaigns and the CPC will 
much much lower than others. This is campaign that allowed 
me to get 20c leads for make money niche.

Want an easier and more scalable way to drive traffic 
without all the keyword, campaigns, ads headache? 

You can use solo ads, but make sure you have email-followups 
written at least for a month (maybe 2) for at least 4-5 related 
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products that you would like to promote. Only promote high 
quality products that will really help your subscribers. Have few 
educational emails in between, make sure you reply to the 
queries you get in mail. Build a relationship with subscribers list.

Here’s where you can buy some high quality solo ads: Udimi

The Strategy With Solo Ads

Let’s say you spend $50 to buy 100 clicks, you squeeze page 
converts at 50%, which gets you 50 subscribers and you make 
minimum 5 Front End sales at $10 each over the next week 
with your Gain/Login/Fear email series. So you make your $50 
back and you build your list for almost Free.

Now the magic happens is - you make more affiliate sales on 
upsells for your affiliate offer (extra money). Plus you have 
swipes all loaded to go for next 30 days bringing you more 
sales on autopilot. Lets say you make just 10 more sales for the 
next 30 days at $10 each. And total 5+10 sales, you make 5 
Upsell 1 sale at $27 (you get $13.5 as commission), means you 
make another $62.5 as affiliate commissions 

Let’s do some math here

Month 1 - spend $100, 100 subscribers - $150 + $62.5 = $212.5 
(112.5 pure profits)

Now you can reinvest some money back into buying solo ads and 
keep growing your list month my month. If you just double your 
investment every month.

In a year, you’ll have over 100k subscribers and $112k in 
pure profits. Make sense?
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Conclusion
As you might have noticed this is super simple. You just need to 
create few pages, few emails and start driving traffic to it. There 
is no loophole and it’s as simple it could get. I have created 
dozen of such funnels that have build list of over 5,000 and 
generated me way over $10,000 with the list I build with this 
method and still make me money.

Doesn’t matter which niche you’re in. Just get started and 
implement this today and you’ll see results.

Gaurab, What’s next? 

With Copy My Funnel, you’ll be able to build an profitable email 
list, but if want to take your profits to high 5-fig/m FAST like I did 
then you want to build a BUYERS LIST - 10X more profitable 
than any other email lists. 

Having a buyers list has helped me to generate over $1M in my 
online business, click the link below to know how you can do 
the same:

Learn how I build a list of 30,000 buyers, 10X more 
profitable, 10X cheaper than any other traffic source with 
NO product, NO JV connections, NO skills & NO big 
budget!

Thanks for reading, Gaurab Borah 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Resources:
Use this to create your free report

Download PLR Products

Best Autoresponders with Free 30-day trail to get started.

Aweber <— HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Getresponse

Page builders to create your landing pages

Instabuilder
Leadpages
Clickfunnels (14 day trial, start here) <— HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Where to find Affiliate Offers

Clickbank
JVZOO
W+
Maxbounty
Peerfly

Get traffic

Create a Bing Ads account here
Udimi Solo Ads
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